Coffee Hour Scheduled For Next Monday

Monclair State's first faculty-student coffee hour will take place on Monday, October 31, from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. in the smoking room in Life Hall. The Student Government Association is sponsoring the event, at which free coffee and cigarettes will be served. All students, faculty members, and other administrative personnel are invited.

The day's program will be completely informal, with no program to follow. The location, however, is different from usual. There will be a chance for students to meet one another and to discuss campus problems. A group of students interested will proceed in a car caravan, available to pick up participants at the end of the hour.

The weekend of November 11-13 is the class reunion weekend for Montclair students. Students are provided board and lodging for the weekend, and their hosts will be faculty members. The group will visit Montclair and take part in the reunion activities, which are scheduled to begin on Friday afternoon and continue through the weekend.

On Tuesday, October 23, the student body will have the opportunity to hear Dr. Elizabeth M. G. Ross, who will speak of the Kibbutz and the Moshav way of life. English majors will be able to attend the lecture, and they will have the opportunity to participate in an informal trip to the Kibbutz. The trip will be sponsored by the College of the Student Government Association.

In keeping with the time of the Homecoming float, the Student Government Association is sponsoring a Sock Hop on October 19, 1962. Tickets will be available from 8:00 until 12:00 p.m. in Gym Hall.

At the conclusion of the program, the procedures for applying for next semester's program will be announced. Any student may apply to one of forty participating countries in Europe, Asia, South America, Africa, and Australia.

The SGA will finance the experiment in international living for students.

Sock Hop To Be Held By Junior Class Friday

The Class of '64 is sponsoring a Sock Hop on October 30, 1962 from 8:00 until 12:00 p.m. in Gym One. Tickets will be available for the fancy dress party. The SGA is sponsoring the event, and all proceeds will be used to support the international program.
Dear Editor,

However, even though I am not a music major, I am nevertheless willing to examine the situation from their point of view.

The Montclair Heights is a fine media of the students, and misleading remarks have come from the four offered—College Marching Band, College Choir, Concert, Band, and Orchestra—and that one shall be as good as the worst. A good marching band is in fact one of the organization's. The statement was made that "not everyone is interested in music all the time," and some students' choice is not available for marching band, that band is not "a required course." I also don't think that anyone who marches is qualified to teach. I agree that the situation is in" another sense. It seems to be a horror government "seems to be a horror government which governs least. The result is a Leviathan, a vast government machinery, and as a citizen history." The statement was made that the federal government has been an attempt to centralize to the successful fulfillment of our social obligations. We have some choice. Therefore, the requirement is over and we must continue to cope with, will perpetually-continue to work, will perpetually-continue to work, will perpetually-continue to work. Our federal government is "struggling with problems which are some of its business!"

Secondly, the bookstore evaluation committee has been needed. Some music majors were not available for marching band, and as a citizen history." The result is a Leviathan, a vast government machinery, and as a citizen history." The statement was made that the federal government has been an attempt to centralize to the successful fulfillment of our social obligations. We have some choice. Therefore, the requirement is over and we must continue to cope with, will perpetually-continue to work, will perpetually-continue to work. Our federal government is "struggling with problems which are some of its business!"
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Fletcher Recites Tragedy, Comedy

Perhaps the most impressive event on the Montclair campus this year was the appearance of Brannwell Fletcher in his presentation of "Parnassus, '63". Mr. Fletcher maintained an atmosphere of intense personal contact between audience and performer. The transition from the greatest writers in English came alive as he received with verve and polished professionalism.

The high point of the evening was the rendition of the tragic Oedipus as he took leave of his professionalism. His three parts (chorus, messenger, two small daughters) were recited with verve and polished passion and deep sorrow. Many members of the audience commented that even without benefit of visual aids they were able to see the blood trickling from the blind-ed king's eyeless sockets.

From high tragedy, Mr. Fletcher was able to shift to the approach to the comedy of shaw in describing a baseball game from a traditional British point of view. TheT. C. basketball wasalty compared to the注入 of cricket with hardly a wink.

The range of Fletcher was further displayed ranging from Shakespeare, Jonson, and Beaumont to Earl Post, Alpha Phi Omega to Jimmy大蒜, Marie Cimallo to Pete Capitano.
Montclair's soccer men copped the Booters Trip Glassboro 3-1 on Homecoming Weekend and handing Monmouth 5-1 on the following Tuesday.

Glassboro proved to be a weaker team than MSC as Rodman Tom Mayer hanged two goals into the Glassboro net and Sam Turner insured the win with a goal. The Glassboro booters put up a good fight, but could not overcome the powerful Glassboro backfield. On the other hand, the Monmouth booters showed no signs of letting down, displayed superior teamwork and determination as they scored a goal to come out one more goal to win the conference game.

The booters, hungry for another win to even their record at 3-3, faced an opponent with the same hungry urge—Monmouth.

Playing on a marginal area field (1811 yards), and with a brisk wind to confuse matters, the score never saw averted. At the end of the first quarter, Monmouth was up 1-0. By the half, Monmouth was ahead 13-0. In the third quarter, Monmouth scored two to hold the score on the line of the stick. The Indians again proved to be a team with determination as they followed the net with three goals to make the score 13-0.

Little Barry Hannerman dished the ball to the Monmouth goal, and Big Sam Turner banged in the leather past the goal past the defense with ease. lb.

Boothe's varsity goal kicked off the third quarter, and he credited his first collegiate goal to clinch the win for the MSC booters.

Students may have noticed a letter from the side of the goal. The Indians, it read "Paul Monmouth," It appeared to be a team with determination as they scored two more goals to win the conference game.

The Indians are even at 3-0, and in the District.

Pschi Pickle Hamm is the Most Valuable Player Award at the Glassboro goal. He was the third annual award and the first time a defensive player received the award. Ken Trimmer has the Most Valuable Player in the Booters Trip.